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1. Introduction 
 
The overarching aim of my work on this portfolio of pieces has been to master a range of 
techniques in Ableton Live, which was an entirely new programme to me at the beginning of 
this module. That said, we’ve covered a huge amount of territory since September, so my 
starting point was an inventory of the topics we’ve covered and a review of the seminars 
and my notes. I then went on to identify a range of areas to concentrate on which I think 
will be relevant to my ongoing work as a composer and musician. These are: 
 

• Transcribing notation into midi 

• Use of Follow function 

• Automation/randomisation (eg. Velocity, and chance) 

• Synthesis 

• Arpeggiation 

• Working with samples  

• Detailed editing 

• Vocoding 
 
A secondary aim was to create a diverse but coherent set of pieces that might be a 
“release”. This commentary outlines the aims and process behind each piece and offers a 
brief reflection on each. The paper concludes with some overall observations about the 
portfolio and how it reflects on what I’ve learned this semester. 
 
 
2.1 “The Water Knife”1 
 
This is my attempt to use Ableton Live to create a contemporary sample-based groove track, 
in the style of such sample-based artists as The Broadway Project2 and Fourtet3. With the 
exception of a couple of library sound effects, the samples were all in fact “stems” from 
tracks I’ve made myself working as Boom Logistics4. The samples include sampled guitar and 
programmed keyboards and drums. The soprano saxophone solo is played by David 
Kaplowitz and was taken from another BL track. 
 
The piece began as a collaboration with my son, Frank, a long-time electronica composer. In 
an in-person “digital jam session”, Frank and I gradually built up the piece’s framework by 
editing organ and percussion/drum samples in AL’s Arrangement view (see reflection 
below). The rhythm parts in particular were the result of painstaking editing, and were 
treated with various delays individually. 

 
1 The title is taken from Paolo Bacigalupi’s 2015 novel of the same name. 
2 http://www.broadwayproject.co.uk 
3 https://soundcloud.com/four-tet 
4 https://open.spotify.com/album/3Np9qOvvOWG0XObnmpUQTI?si=7QPG4MeuQ3WGUAJ2Y5IioQ and 
https://soundcloud.com/simonphopkins/sets/boom-logistics-vi-attuned-to 

 

http://www.broadwayproject.co.uk/
https://soundcloud.com/four-tet
https://open.spotify.com/album/3Np9qOvvOWG0XObnmpUQTI?si=7QPG4MeuQ3WGUAJ2Y5IioQ
https://soundcloud.com/simonphopkins/sets/boom-logistics-vi-attuned-to


The collaborative element of the project ended at that point. Frank took the skeleton away 
no doubt to turn into a dancefloor banger, while I had other ideas… I’ve been impressed by 
how The Broadway Project use obscure 70s jazz and prog samples and I’ve tried to emulate 
that approach here, albeit using samples of my own work. 
 
The first half of the piece (up until the rhythm drop out at around 3.00) was built up through 
sheer trial and error, working to the sound image in my head. The addition of the edited 
saxophone solo early in the assembly helped prompt other arrangement/composition 
decisions. Delays and reverbs were added to each track as they were built up (see below for 
some issues this created). 
 
The coda from around 4.00 was added as I wanted to take the track in another direction; 
one of my frustrations with some sample-based music is that often pieces build up and then 
just “sit there” without development. As the bassline returns, the harmony around it shifts 
to make the music altogether darker. At this point the music clearly draws on contemporary 
acts such as Raime5, although in terms of texture, its main influence is Can6. The section’s 
key feature is the use of an arpeggiated electric piano and emulated electric guitars; these 
were recorded as improvisations and edited later. Almost the final element to be added to 
the piece throughout was the vocoder. The voice is mine (!); the chords were improvised in 
a single take according to context. It’s intended to be more of a textural element than a 
foregrounded “melody”, but it enhances the somewhat science fiction leanings of the piece. 
 
In the final mix I combined each instrumental “section” into a group (which was invaluable 
in terms of mixing). Some commonly FX were assigned to sends and the master track given 
some EQ (mostly to reduce the somewhat crowded and “woofy” lower mids) and light 
compression. 
 
2.2 Reflection 
 
I think that broadly the piece achieves its aims. If I can hear it objectively at all now, it strikes 
me as a little like Weather Report-meets-Tangerine Dream, by way of noughties club music. 
I’m pleased with the balance of programming and “playing”, and the level of detailed 
atmospheres and “events” flying in and out of the overall mix.   
 
In retrospect, I should have built up the instruments in section groups from the start, and 
assigned most of the delays in particular to sends, which would have greatly helped in 
mixing. In the end, while I did create these groups after the fact, unpicking the delays and 
reverbs and re-assigning them proved too time-consuming. I’m also aware that I used the 
Arrangement view to edit samples (a hangover from working in Logic) and in future might 
make better use of Ableton’s clip functionality. Despite reviewing on multiple playback 
systems, I’m still a little unsure about the overall EQ. 
 
 

 
5 https://raime.bandcamp.com 
6 Especially “Future Days”: https://open.spotify.com/album/75o5qK7yKZIGyPDa7bWOPn?si=IbvhT0UcRxS_CRWxVrUmXA 

 

https://raime.bandcamp.com/
https://open.spotify.com/album/75o5qK7yKZIGyPDa7bWOPn?si=IbvhT0UcRxS_CRWxVrUmXA


3.1 “Eating the Medical Earth”7 
 
This piece is an exercise in “limited indeterminacy”, using Takemitsu’s 1962 string quartet 
“Landscape 1” as a starting point. However, the overall aim here was to re-imagine 
Takemistsu’s soundtrack work more than his concert pieces, as the former tended to make 
for more use of electronics (Burt, 2001).  
 
I began by transcribing a single bar of the piece into a midi clip and assigning  
the Spitfire String Quartet plugin to the channel. I made heavy use of the portamento 
function in the plugin, with notes sliding in to each other. Velocity level and chance were 
assigned a range for playback. I then duplicated this track into a second channel and 
shortened the length of the clip to maximise the indeterminacy. Reverb and delay were 
added to the strings in sends. I recorded a single pass of the strings (panned) and used this 
as a framework for the rest of the piece.  
 
I added the heavily effected gong in a single improvisation, which was only lightly edited. 
The midi was duplicated into a separate channel based on a koto pre-set which, when again 
heavily treated, came out more like electronic bells. The “flute” part was again a single 
improvisation and subject to a lot of FX treatment. The aim with these additional parts was 
to add occasional details to the texture, somewhat as “voices off”, thus generally increasing 
the disquieting nature of the piece8. Given this, the final mix was crucial, and rather 
painstaking.  
 
3.2 Reflection 
 
I’m happiest with this of all the pieces presented here. Working with the Spitfire strings was 
especially gratifying. Perhaps the piece could build a little more steadily – it does start 
somewhat in media res – but I’m broadly satisfied, and hugely enjoyed using Ableton to 
generate indeterminacy. All in all, the piece could sit quite easily alongside mid-90s “dark 
ambient” or “isolationist” music (Martin, 1993), or its more recent equivalent by such 
composers as Svarte Greiner9 and Aidan Baker10.  
 
 
4.1“Antiphonal responses/In the congregation of leaves”11 
 
This is a generative music piece clearly indebted to Brian Eno, and particularly his work with 
guitarist Robert Fripp12. The piece somewhat cannibalises my brief sketch “Maraṇasati” 
written for Cameron Graham’s Composition class. For that piece I took a Bach chorale, and 
chose chords and voicings from it according to chance operations. For the current piece I 
then re-recorded these cells on classical guitar, allowing space around each. The recorded 
cells were then each assigned a clip in AL and given a 50% any>any “follow” action. 
 

 
7 The title is a line from TS Eliot’s “Four Quartets”. 
8 A key influence here was Takemitsu’s soundtrack to Masaki Kobayashi 1965 horror film “Kwaidan”.  
9 https://svartegreiner.bandcamp.com 
10 https://aidanbaker.bandcamp.com 
11 The title is a line from Seamus Heaney’s “Canopy” 
12 In particular 1973’s “No Pussyfooting”: https://open.spotify.com/album/3gHpX5wJn0kzAXJvwORG6u?si=mu-fFCbMTE-IOZiX9nMvLw 

https://svartegreiner.bandcamp.com/
https://aidanbaker.bandcamp.com/
https://open.spotify.com/album/3gHpX5wJn0kzAXJvwORG6u?si=mu-fFCbMTE-IOZiX9nMvLw


The channel strip was then duplicated across six channels, spread across the stereo 
spectrum. Each channel is routed (at varied rates) to reverb and delay sends, and three of 
the tracks have been given their own FX treatment, which were arrived at through intuitive 
exploration. I then recorded a single pass of the results and went with this as the “finished” 
product to remain true to the nature of the exercise. Only once this was done did I add a 
little compression (for detail) and EQ (I took down the top end mostly to get rid of 
extraneous room sound and guitar squeaks – see below). 
 
4.2 Reflection 
 
This is perhaps the “prettiest” piece here (which might belie its Fripp/Eno influence). 
Working with the follow function was a revelation, and the occasional sense of not quite 
being in control of the outcome was actually intoxicating. At one point I had multiple FX 
running on everything but in the end took out most of these. Occasionally some clashes 
occur which I was tempted to edit out but this seemed a bit inauthentic to the spirit of the 
approach.  
 
If I could change anything, it would be to re-record the guitar parts, as I recorded these very 
early on over this period and had become – I think – much better at recording the guitar by 
the end of recording both the guitar suite featured here and my Composition A assignment.  
 
 
5.1 Two Classical Guitar Pieces 
 
This exercise was prompted by the work on my “Guitar Quartet No. 1” recording, done as 
part of this semester’s Composition A assignment. It quickly became apparent during that 
process that the lack of rehearsal time was going to necessitate a lot of editing. This 
screenshot of just one short section of the piece illustrates this well13: 
 

 
 
I edited that piece in Logic, which I’ve worked in for many years, but the process was 
extremely time-consuming. Having worked on the Bach cello suite assignment earlier in the 
semester, I suspected that I could work more quickly in AL, and thought it would be useful 
to get comfortable editing audio in AL for use in future assignments. I began by choosing 

 
13 Note hand-syncing to midi files outputted from Sibelius – the theme of a whole other essay! 



two pieces I learned some years ago, but have barely touched since, Vincent Lindsey-Clark’s 
“Tango Esta Noche” and Roland Dyens’ “Lettre Mi-longue”14. I knew that I could more or 
less sight-read these pieces and record them in a single pass, but not without errors, which 
made them ideal for the exercise15. 
 
I recorded the pieces directly into Logic using a phantom-powered ribbon mic (I have a 
“classical guitar recording” template set up in Logic and have yet to record audio directly 
into AL). The mic was placed around two feet from the guitar and aimed roughly at the 
twelfth fret, which is generally agreed to be optimal for single-mic guitar recording16. I 
deliberately eschewed the use of a click track to give the performances a “live” feel. 
Whenever I slipped up, I re-started that particular passage at an appropriate point. The 
“rushes” of each piece were outputted dry as AIFs and then inputted to AL. 
 
Each set of rushes was then edited as meticulously as possible. Matching passages were 
then overlapped and cross-faded; I used a high “bar” resolution to line up the edits visually 
and then used my own aural judgment on the cross-fades. The consolidated final edits of 
each piece were copied into an “assembly” track, to which I applied some discreet FX: I EQ’d 
off a little top end to reduce some nail noise and fret squeak (though not all of it – sadly, if 
we take Dyens seriously on this matter17), and a little of the bottom to avoid too much 
boom. I used a simulated “wooden hall” reverb setting, but have tried to balance this so the 
detail comes through, while allowing a little “bloom”. 
 
The submitted ALS presents each stage of the work: the rushes of each piece; the edited 
version (unconsolidated); and the final assembly, with audio FX.  
 
5.2 Reflection 
 
I’m broadly happy with the results here. The editing was certainly made tricky by the 
deliberate lack of a click track and at some points the downsides to this are evident, with 
the odd slip in tempo. Nonetheless, I think most of the edits are “musical” and mostly not 
evident, with one or two exceptions where I really couldn’t fix the performance. 
 
Once again, getting used to the editing paradigm was quite a steep learning curve, but once 
the technique was under my hands it became clear that the editing functionality of AL is 
much more powerful and intuitive than Logic’s.  
 
If I’m unhappy with element of process it’s in the recording. Of course, a home recording is 
never going to be perfect, but I certainly have work to do on the guitar mic’ing front, and 
need to find a way of recording without the laptop nearby, as on very close listening, the 
hard drive is audible18. 
 
 

 
14 I actually recorded and edited a third piece, another VLC number, “Rio by Night”, but decided two was enough for the purpose of the 
exercise. I’ve since posted it to SoundCloud: https://soundcloud.com/simonphopkins/rio-by-night 
15 Let’s just say that I certainly wouldn’t want the performances judged as part of my Performance A module. 
16 See https://theacousticguitarist.com/how-to-record-classical-guitar/ 
17 “… these inharmonious squeaks are not an integral part of the charm of the guitar…” (from Roland Dyens’ Preface to “20 Lettres”) 
18 As is my “heavy breathing” which unfortunately no amount of EQ could deal with. 

https://soundcloud.com/simonphopkins/rio-by-night
https://theacousticguitarist.com/how-to-record-classical-guitar/


6 “Uncaged” – an interesting failure 
 
I should mention one piece that didn’t make the cut: a prepared electric guitar version of a 
Cage prepared piano sonata. I went through the entire process: inputting the score as midi, 
recording the guitar and assigning them to pitches in the sampler, and so on. The piece was 
intended as an early 80s Sonic Youth or Glenn Branca-style piece, but in the end it simply 
didn’t work musically. It was difficult to let this one go, as it took a huge amount of time, but 
the learning process was invaluable. 
 
 
7 Overall reflections 
 
At the risk of repeating myself, I’ve found the Ableton learning curve to be very steep 
indeed. However, the “total immersion” of the last few months has forced me to get to grips 
with a whole new paradigm in a way that’s been truly rewarding. Indeed, returning to Logic 
X to edit my Composition A assignment confirmed to me how much more powerful a tool 
Ableton can be. Or put another way: I’m a (qualified) convert. 
 
That said, I still feel something of a “newbie”. In particular, as I referenced in regard to “The 
Water Knife”, I’m still a little wary of working with clips and Session view, and am generally 
more comfortable working in Assembly, which I think may be slowing down my workflow 
somewhat. (I did, of course, have to work almost exclusively with clips for the two 
generative pieces.) And more generally I’d have to admit that at times I’m occasionally in a 
“what does this button do?” mode and have found myself going back to the lectures and my 
notes to refresh my memory on core techniques.  
 
One of the key issues has been the slightly overwhelming nature of Ableton’s possibilities. 
With most of the pieces I ended up taking out far more than is presented. I found that I was 
overworking (and overloading) the pieces. This is of course, an inevitable “tired ears” 
syndrome, and the trick here has been to simply walk away from the pieces, often for 
several days, and return to them fresh19. In retrospect, a way to avoid this in future is to set 
out with a clearer structure in place (especially with sends and instrument groupings). 
 
As for whether the secondary aim of creating a coherent “set” has been achieved, the 
obvious outlier here is the guitar suite. The other three pieces, as different as they are, I 
think do constitute a coherent whole and I would be happy to release them as a standalone 
EP. 
 
 
  

 
19 As my friend and long-time collaborator Peter Marsh once said to me, “Remember, Simon, the other end of the pencil has an eraser”.  
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